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3,000,000 MILES

,

Coasted Command squadron, the first to fly Lockheed Hudson reconnaissance
and now among the^ first to convert to the new-long range Liberators, has

just completed 3,000,000 miles of operational flying during the war.

Only v;eek or tv;o it was announced that the whole of Coastal Command had
flown 50,000,000 operational miles, and the squadron is therefore justly proud
of the substantial contribution it has made to this excellent record.

Present, is stationed on the West Coast of Scotland, daily fighting the

battle of the Atlantic, In the main, this is the least exciting, although
pernaps the most arduous and important period in its history; Day follows day
of unexciting patrol end escort.

y

Recently, ha..'ever, the monotony was sharply broken* Orders were received for
tne squadron to be ready within 36 hours for an important task.

a further order gave rise to considerable speculation - bombs were to be
substituted for depth charges. Crows remembered exciting trips over the Norwegian
coast or dangerous sorties to Brest and other strongly guarded French ports. All
these belonged to the good old days, and during the quiet spell many pilots had
missed them badly. This time, however, they had all the excitement they could
wish. In a few hours the squadron* s aircraft were over Bremen, taking part in the

1,000-bomber blitz. They all'returned safely, having found tho target through a

blaze of flak and swarms of night fighters. Asked how he enjoyed it, the squadron

commander, used to lonely patrols over the Atlantic, replied - "it was very crowded. 1

That was the squadron’s most recent highlight. In the past it has had many -

some grim, some gay, For example, hardly had the war started when it caused an

air raid alarm in this country, for a pilot, returning from, one of the earliest

U-boat hunts in the North Sea made a landfall at Newcastle instead of at North

Berwick and started the- sirens off between Newcastle and Aberdeen,

In those early days, the squadron’s crews put in something like seven hours

flying a day. Now they frequently go right round the clock, their relays of

aircraft sometimes totalling close on 1,000 flying hours a month.

Their first combat took place on the second day of the war when one of their

Ansons encountered a Cornier "Wal" flyring boat. Honours in this early scrap were

about oven. Each plane pumped bullets Into the other. At length tho Dornier

flew off.

This first encounter, however, nearly caused the squadron’s first casualty, for

one of the enemy bullets passed through the cabin of the British aircraft, and

perforated two tunics. Fortunately the tunics were unoccupied. They were

hanging up.

Those days on tho East Coast arc commemorated by tho presence in the mess of a

ship’s boll. This belonged to a liner which was mined off the coast. The boll

was presented to the squadron by the ship’s company in recognition of the services

rendered in- leading rescue craft to the stricken vessel*

A first-rate story of this occasion is told in the mess. Apparently, when one

of the rescue ships arrived alongside tho liner an officer "shook" a Lascar seaman

by addressing him in fluent Hindustani, But the Lascar had the better of the

exchanges, A short time afterwards an injured seaman was being lowered to the

launch.



The officer 'bent over him to examine his injuries when a voice at his side

said in cultured English - "It looks like.a,fractured patella, sir," The.

speaker mis the same Lascar seaman*

Many decorations have 'been gained by the squadron personnel* One of the

first was the award of the Distinguished Plying Cross' to a pilot who "brought
"back his "badly damaged plane to base and earned world-wide fame as the

flier of the " corkscrew aircraft •"

It was a remarkable .story* Over Norway the- aircraft had run into trouble

from the guns of a Dornior, "The rudder was damaged almost beyond use, and by
normal standards the aircraft should have come down in the sea. But the

pilot succeeded- in steering on his engines and ailerons. The trouble was,

however, that the aircraft developed a corkscrew action in flight and spiralled

an uncertain course. .As they were making an erratic way towards the home ’

coast, the wireless gave out, and in the complete darkness, the aircraft flow

on and on, the crew hoping to catch a glimpse of something by which they could

pin-point their position.

For hours nothing happened. Then,.thanks to the operator, the wireless

worked again. They got their position - which, to their amazement, v/as over

the Irish Sea, They had completely missed England in the darkness and with

the black-out, Once pin-pointed they were able to corkscrew safely back to

base.

Other striking events, telling of irork well done, although not without

loss, mark the history of this squadron, whose.diary thus briefly announces

their entry into the v/ar; "The squadron received the order for general

mobilisation and acted accordingly."

They have boon "acting accordingly" over since.
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